
Statement regarding the goal of the thesis or project 

For my Honors Thesis, I am studying the character of Lancelot du Lac from Arthurian legends. I will be 

doing an in depth analysis of his character's appearance, motives, morals, and the overall effect of his 

presence primarily in Thomas Malory's Le Morte Darthur, Chretien de Troyes's Lancelot du Lac (Or, The 

Knight of the Cart), and T.H. White's The Once and Future King. I will also be unraveling the meaning of 

Lancelot's close relationship with Queen Guenivere in these texts, as its interpretations drastically 

influence Lancelot's character. For example, in Le Morte Darthur and The Knight of the Cart, Lancelot is 

constantly being asked his name - in other words, who he is. While King Arthur retains a certain 

recognizable character structure throughout historical and contemporary literature, renditions of 

Lancelot and the morality of his relationship with Guenivere differ greatly depending on the author, 

audience, and time period. Through this thesis project, I hope to reach an understanding of just who 

Lancelot really is as compared throughout modern and medieval appropriations of character. The goal 

of my proposal and research throughout the fall semester is to garner as much information as I can in 

order to fine-tune these broad and varied depictions of Lancelot into a concrete structure of who 

Lancelot is at the core of his character and then use this basis to discuss how and why his character 

varies in different rhetorical environments.  
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Communication 

I will meet with my Committee Chair, Professor Jenny Adams, every week for 2 hours. Between these 

sessions, I am expected to do 12 hours of research and drafting each week, which will be presented to 

my Committee Chair at each meeting. During these meetings, we will fine tune my thesis ideas and 

organize my research and argument into well-rounded drafts. I plan to revise my outline and 

argumentation structure throughout the semester based on feedback from Professor Adams and the 

ongoing research. I also plan to stay in contact with Professor Adams through regular email 

communications as well as extra meeting sessions when necessary.  

 

Specialized training 

I do not need any specialized training in order to complete this thesis.  

 

Methodology 

I will be using literary and critical analysis throughout my reading, research, and overall writing 

experience. My literary analysis will not only include an assessment of literary devices and writing style 

present in my primary sources, but also a historical analysis of the texts based on the time in which they 

are written and the gender influence of authors of the primary texts as well as the authors of relevant 

articles. The goal of my research is to use these different methodologies to create a well-rounded and 

varied understanding of the texts in question to better further my exploration of the topic. The 

methodologies I will be using as related to the writing portion are: extensive note-taking, outlining, 

drafting, editing, peer feedback, revising, and proofreading.  

 

Timeline 

By the end of withdrawal period of the fall semester, I will present my Committee Chair with my 

character summaries of Lancelot in each of the texts, as well as my own abstracts and arguments 

regarding literary articles I have read pertaining to my subject.  

 

By November, I will have constructed an outline of my thesis paper and have a concrete idea of my 

argument and the way in which I will go about writing it.  

By early December, I will have a fully revised draft of my proposal which will then be submitted to the 

Honors Committee.  

 

Before the end of the fall semester, I will draft and submit to the Honors Committee both an official 

thesis proposal and an annotated bibliography of my sources. By this same deadline I will also select my 

secondary Committee member.  


